
Enjoy all around cosy coolness.

Blanc



Blanc AppearanceAppearance

Invisible Air Outlet 

Redefines Perfection 

A Streamlined Exterior 

Completed in One Breath

Inspired by 

Lively Ocean Waves

Hidden Screen

 Contributes to the Elegant Exterior

UNIQUE 
APPEALING  
DESIGN

The concise and streamlined exterior 

is pleasing to the eyes just like a 

soothing rhythm pleasing to the ear .

It looks like a pure and immaculate 

ocean wave, gentle and graceful.

It is a piece of art, with the air outlet 

and display screen ingeniously 

concealed. 
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Blanc CoolingCooling

Midea Blanc Air Conditioner's distinctive ‘Super Cool’ function can be activated in one touch. The blower 

wheel running at high speed drives the room temperature down to 17 °C rapidly with stronger air flow.

Super Cool, Strongly Cool Of  f in One Touch 

STRONG AND FAST COOLING

*Only applicable to selected models. 

The deflectors move automatically in all directions for a balanced air flow covering every corner of the room.

3D Surrounding Air F  low for Balanced Cooling  *
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Blanc ComfortComfort

Press the ‘Favourite’ button and 
the air conditioner will remember 
your preferred options, and you 
can  enjoy  the same coolness 
setting as last time.

‘Follow Me’ makes you feel comfortable all the time by adjusting the air conditioner automatically to  

your ever-changing surrounding temperature.

Follow Me, Sensitive Cooling for Your Surrounding

Sweet Dreams, Considerate Cooling for Sound Sleep

TRIPLE COMFORT

‘Sweet Dreams’  guarantees you a good sleep by adjusting the air conditioner according  to your body 

temperature.
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Remoter with ‘Follow Me’ Remoter without ‘Follow Me’

The air conditioner remembers your preferred operating mode and you can enjoy cooling off with 
the auto-start adjustment of your settings.
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The Dual Filters of Midea air conditioner protect you from harmful particles to make you live 

a healthy l ife.

Dual Purif ication System

Evaporator with automatic self-cleaning

The cooling fins are cleaned and dried automatically to ensure you breathe in fresh air all the time 
and extend the life of the air conditioner.

Automatic Self-cleaning 

First Guard
The Dust Filter filters out dust and harmful 
particles from the indoor air.

1 Second Guard
The Cold Catalyst Filter absorbs  harmful 
particles like formaldehyde and ammonia. 

2

Evaporator without automatic self-cleaning

TVOC HCHO H2S NH3DUST

Blanc HealthHealth

DUAL PROTECTION  
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RELIABLE AND DURABLE

Blanc DurabilityDurability

Diamond-cut Outdoor Unit

Features

Specif ications 

The air outlet in the shape of an ‘Archimedes' screw and the bionic blower wheel work together to reduce the 
noise generated by the outdoor unit of the air conditioner. The T-shaped top cover ensures the stable operation 
of the internal parts and the durability of the power system.

T-shaped top cover Air outlet in the shape of an 
‘Archimedes' screw

Diamond-cut design Bionic blower wheel

Indoor unit Remote control Outdoor unit

1W StandbyAutomatic 
Self-cleaning

Sweet Dreams Cold Catalyst 
Filter

Refrigerant
Leakage Detect

24-hour Timer

24h

Favourite Cool

2-way 
Draining

Follow Me

Auto Restart
Function

17Đ Super 
Cool

3D Surrounding 
Flow

8OC Heating

Comfort

Self-diagonsis and
Auto-protection

High Density 
Filter

Diamond CabinetSAMPLE ONLY 

*Above are sample only. Gold color icons refer to outstanding feature. Silver icons refer to normal features.  You can assemble the table as you will with the icon 
 AI file.  Pls. check with Midea sales supporting team for  specific mode features.
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Blanc ProfileProfile

ABOUT MIDEA 
AIR CONDITIONER
Midea Group is a leading white home appliance manufacturer, with 7 manufacturing bases distributed 
around the world. Relying on its advanced technologies and excellence in quality, the group sells its 
products to over 150 countries and regions. Midea Air Conditioner, an affilate of Midea Group, is the 
world-renowned air conditioner manufacturer committed to applying adavanced technologies to bring 
consumer extraordinary cooling experience.

COMPANT

Quality and Safety Certifications from 35 Authorities Worldwide

Winner of 3 Internationally Renowned Product Design Awards

World’s No.1 Brand of 

30 Years Professional 
Experience in Refrigeration

Air Treatment Products

Forbes 500 Companies

Accumulated Global 
Sales up to 120,000,000 Units

*Source : Midea Brand AC accumulated sales till 2015*Source : Euromonitor 2014
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Note: The above mentioned specifications may change due to continous R&D without prior notice

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION OF WALL MOUNTED TYPE AIR CONDITIONERS:

AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTOR

Model MSMAA-09HRN1 MSMAB-12HRN1 MSMAC-18HRN1 MSMAD-24HRN1

Cooling Capacity Btu/h 9000 12000 18000 24000

kW 2.6 3.5 5.2 7.1

Heating Capacity Btu/h 9500 13000 19000 24000

kW 2.8 3.8 5.6 7.1

Power Supply 220-240V,50Hz,1Ph 220-240V,50Hz,1Ph 220-240V,50Hz,1Ph 220-240V,50Hz,1Ph

Power Input (W) Cooling 820 1095 1600 2300

Heating 770 975 1500 2000

Operating Current (A) Cooling 3.6 4.8 7.1 10.5

Heating 3.4 4.2 6.7 9

EER (Btu/W.h,W/W) 3.18 3.21 3.25 3.09

COP W/W 3.64 3.9 3.73 3.55

Airflow Volume (m3/h) Indoor 514/402/358 564/436/342 776/645/523 1079/864/698

Noise level(dB(A)) Indoor(Hi/Med/Low) 37/32/27 41/35/29 43/38/36 48/46/37

Outdoor 55 58 58 59

Net Dimension (mm) Indoor (WxDxH) 715x205x285 805x205x285 957x223x302 1040x235x327

Outdoor (WxDxH) 700x270x550 770x300x555 770x300x555 845x363x702

Net Weight (kg) Indoor 6.5 7.7 10.5 13.5

Piping size mm (Inch) Liquid 6.35 (1/4”) 6.35 (1/4”) 6.35 (1/4”) 9.35 (3/8”)

Gas 9.52 (3/8”) 12.7 (1/2”) 12.7 (1/2”) 16.0 (5/8”)


